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It's all about the connection
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CALIFORNIA SOUL IN NY
REALITY TV JUNKIE
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Forever in love with candid moments
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THE
EXPERIENCE
As your photographer, my goal is to
capture your family and provide a
memorable experience. I want you to look
back on your session and feel just as
excited about the process as you do about
the final results! When we are having a
good time during your shoot, that joy and
ease will naturally translate to your
photos, making them truly genuine.
My job as an artist is to create work that
is meaningful to you. If you’ve never had a
photo session before - It’s going to be
waaaay easier and more fun than you
probably expect!

I love to learn about you and your family
- all the big and small details - and
anything you might be envisioning for
our session. You'll also have the
opportunity to ask me anything. My
number one priority is to make you feel
comfortable.
A typical session will start off by
spending a few minutes together just
hanging out. This gives everyone a
chance to get used to me and let off a
little bit of energy in the process. Once
we've gotten acquainted, I'll grab my
camera and start capturing your family
together.
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A CLIENT'S HONEST

REVIEW
"Amy was a dreamy mix
of professional,
personable, efficient
and fun, and the
resulting images were
magic. The images she
captured were a perfect
combination of posed
and candid and they
represent our crazy,
beautiful stage of life
right now.
I will treasure these
images forever! My kids
and husband enjoyed
the session, which for
anyone with a husband
or kids, you KNOW
that this speaks
volumes."
-Katie
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I'll show you the
moments that you
didn’t even know you
needed to see.
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CHOOSE YOUR

SESSION

PETITE SESSION

40 min shoot
1 location
18 digital files

SIGNATURE SESSION

$879

60 min shoot
$1049
1 or more locations
all the digital files
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CHOOSE YOUR

SESSION

BUMP TO BABY

2 signature
sessions
perfect for an
expecting family

Bonus gift: box of 20 printed
images +
8x10 framed print

A YEAR IN THE LIFE

$1900

3 signature
sessions

$3000

Bonus gift: 10 x 10 lay-flat album
box of 60 printed images
8x10 framed print
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FAQ'S
WILL YOU POSE US?
The short answer is no but I will guide you. I want you to
have photos that look and feel like you. Based on the
details from our pre-session phone chat, I will make sure
the session flows naturally so that you and your family
are having fun and not worried about where to look and
feeling too posed.

WHAT IF MY KIDS ARE NOT INTO THIS?
Hey, I get this! That's a lot to worry about and my job is
to make your session a fun, memory-making experience
rather than something to "get through." I invest in
learning about your family beforehand so I can draw out
your unique personalities and make it come to life.

I LOVE THIS BUT HOW MUCH EFFORT
WILL THIS TAKE?
I know juggling work and family (and everything else!) is
an Olympian feat and there is so little time and energy
left at the end of the day to even lay on the couch. I will
provide you a fully customizable service - nothing will be
left up to you and all your questions will be answered - so
all you need to do is show up and leave the magic to me.
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Dont wait to book! Dates are going quick!
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WHAT'S NEXT?
BOOKING:
Decide your session and click here to
BOOK NOW to pay your session
fee & choose your date. Then it's
official!

SESSION DAY:
Double check your outfits on the day
of. If it's an in-home session, open all
curtains to let in as much light as
possible. Turn off any artificial or
overhead lighting.

PLANNING:
I'll send you my planning guide full of And most importantly, remember this
is the best day of your life!
tips to prepare for your shoot. I'll also
send a questionnaire to help me get to
know you.
OUTFITS :
Time to prepare! My guide will help
you decide the best outfits for you and
your family. No need to go shopping! I
help clients choose from their existing
closet!
SHOOT TIME:
During our conversations, we'll create
a loose plan for your session based
around the answers to your
questionnaire.
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"The photos Amy captured of our family are absolutely stunningI
I just wanted ONE good photo- and now we have a gallery of so
many gorgeous photos- and I love every single one!

We had never done a family photo shoot before and we had no
idea what to expect. Amy made everyone feel very comfortable
during the shoot and we were surprised at how much fun we had.
Amy is an incredibly talented photographer- her eye for color,
composition, and capturing fleeting moments is truly
astonishing." -Melody
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CREATING MAGIC

TOGETHER

Book NOW
any questions? Email me at
amy@amynghephotography
or text/call me at 845-548-0243
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